Random Praise for the Flogmaster’s
Writing
I always like these types of stories, father/daughter. Good
story.
SEBASTIAN
Truly an evil genius (the narrator, not the author).
NJRICK
Great story, scary and exciting. Enjoyed reading it.
LIZZYHAYES
This one hits the spot, Flogmaster. A great idea. Too bad we
don’t have TV commercials like this one in real life.
BENDOVER
Superb! Adult erotic spanking at its best.
WILKIN
I love this story. Especially how Brad helps Brittany become a
better person.
LEBONTON
This is such a naughty, inappropriate story, but it was also
fun to read. ;)
SARAH89

Selected Excerpts
From Big Mouth:
Her heart raced. She was partially terrified, and partially excited.
This was going to be bad. This was their punishment for breaking the
sorority curfew. For the next two hours, they were at the mercy of
the boys of Kappa Kappa. It was exhilarating not knowing what was
going to happen.
From Cat Toy:
Charlie had a vision of his wife wearing a short schoolgirl skirt
more appropriate for their 10-year-old daughter than for a 31-yearold mother. As he watched, the beautiful woman shyly raised the
skirt to reveal a plush rear end stretching a pair of white panties to
the limit. The panties quickly descended to mid-thigh, leaving the
smooth rounds of a full bottom on display. The woman touched her
toes expertly, and Charlie lashed the chubby buns with the plastic
rod.
From Pajama Party:
“Anything but that, please!”
“It’s a pajama party, Ashleigh.”
“No! You can spank me every night for a week. For a whole
month!”
From Sinspiration:
That was when Nora got frisky. She’d snap at Jim and commit
sins like leaving lights on in empty rooms. She’d put off going
grocery shopping until the cupboards were bare. Most sinful, she’d
spend huge dollars on skimpy lingerie that showed off her
remarkable, not-so-little tush.
At the tantalizing sight of those juicy buns Jim would lose it,
dragging a protesting Nora over his lap for a sound spanking. He’d
tear off the scandalous outfit and slap her bare bottom with his palm
until the cheeks glowed like fire.
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About the Warning labels
Because spanking stories often involve extreme topics (S&M, sex acts,
etc.), the Flogmaster labels his stories to give readers an idea of what might
be included. Here’s a sample:
Paul Bunyan and the Great Lakes
(★ ★ ★ ★ , M/Ffff—Absurdly Severe, nc ole fashion paddlin’)
A strange new twist on the ole yarn about how Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox created the
Great Lakes. (Approximately 1,758 words.)

The stars are the Flogmaster’s own ratings of his stories. They indicate
writing quality, not necessarily eroticism. Five star stories are my very best.
Stories are marked with mFmf labels to indicate who is spanking whom.
Capital letters represent adults and lower case are minors (under 18), and of
course, M refers to males and F to females. Under this system, anything to
the left of the slash indicate a Spanker and anything to the right a Spankee.
Therefore in the above example an adult male is spanking three girls and a
woman. If there are a lot of people involved, sometimes this is abbreviated
with a number, such as F6/f24, implying that 6 women spank 24 girls. Keep
in mind that the label refers to the primary participants—sometimes,
especially in longer stories—there may be minor spankings of a different
type included.
I try to indicate the overall severity level (Mild, Serious, Intense, Severe,
or Edgy), as well as what types of spankings are included (i.e. caning,
birching, hairbrush spanking, etc.). Stories may also contain other warnings
and explanations. These are usually self-explanatory words like “sex” or
“anal” (to indicate types of sexual activity). You may also see references to
cons or non-cons (or nc). Those abbreviations refer to consensual and nonconsensual spankings. (Punishment spankings, especially those of children,
are usually nc.) Some stories are labeled semi-cons, meaning it’s partially
consensual (e.g. a reluctant wife submitting to her husband’s discipline
because she knows she deserves punishment).
The second line contains a brief description of the story. I try not to
include any “spoilers” that would ruin the plot for you. The description
should intrigue if you are interested in the subject matter, and warn you
away if you are not. As always, read at your own risk. There’s also an
approximate word count of the story.
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A Generic Letter
(

, M/fff—Intense, nc paddling, caning)

A parent authorizes more severe punishments. (Approximately 529
words.)

M

r. Peters frowned at the letter.

He squinted at the signature, checked the
return address. There was none. Puzzling.
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Dear Headmaster Peters,
I applaud your exemplary discipline policy at Callaham School. My
daughter has shown much improvement. However, I request that
she receive even stricter punishment than you currently employ.
For all her future canings, please additionally apply the same of
numbers of strokes with a wooden paddle. Also, all her punishments
should be on the bare bottom.
If you are hesitant, please ask her if she’d rather you report her
punishment to me, in which case she’ll receive a triple dose of both
implements at home. I suspect she’ll prefer that you handle the
discipline.
Thank you,
(illegible scribble)

The signature was hopeless. How was he to know which
student deserved this additional attention? She wasn’t
named. He called in Cathy, his secretary.
“It’s just a squiggly line, sir,” she shrugged. “By the way,
Amanda Fulk is waiting. Caught off grounds.”
A few minutes later the petite blond was standing
nervously before him. On a whim, the Headmaster showed
her the letter, hoping she’d recognize the signature.
“Well?” he asked. “Do I notify your parents?”
The girl gulped and shook her head. “I’ll take the extra
here, sir.”
“Bare bottom, as it says in the letter.”
“Yes sir,” blushed the girl.
She glanced at Cathy, watching as a witness, and
obediently lowered her knickers and knelt on the hassock,
her prominent bum thrust rearward. She winced as her skirt
was raised, exposing her nudity.
The paddle Mr. Peters had was modest, a mere foot-long
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plank of pine, but it did an amazing job of reddening the
buttocks. The bright pink skin with a hint of purple bruising
made a tender layer for the six with the cane. Amanda
squirmed vigorously, yelping and gasping. The Headmaster
was pleased by her repentant attitude.
A few hours later, Wendy Allen was presented with the
same opportunity. She also agreed to the more severe
punishment. Her crime was her second instance of running
in the corridors, only four strokes, but the paddle and cane
on bare skin made it memorable.
Just before the end of the day, Cathy showed up with
sexy Stacy Wanamaker. “Smoking in the loo, sir. A
mandatory eight. Plus, it was during class, which she didn’t
attend. Another six.”
Stacy was a big senior whose broad bum handled the
cane easily. She looked bored until she read the letter. Her
jaw dropped and she went pale. “I can’t believe my mum!”
she mumbled, quickly shedding her knickers and offering
up her bare buttocks.
Cathy grinned as the paddle turned the girl’s whiteness
crimson. Fourteen with the cane left the mighty bum wellstriped, and a somber Stacy departed.
“This letter’s handy,” said Mr. Peters. “Punishments are
finally sufficient.”

To continue reading, buy the
full book at The Flogmaster
Bookstore
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Erin’s Adventures
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words.
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53,000 words.
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Cutiepie
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Spankings All Over Town
(M/Ff, F/M, F/F, f/f)
A lonely spankophile in a small town thinks there’s
no spanking in his area. He is very, very, wrong! A
bit of every every type of spanking. 61,000 words.

Stacy Goes to College
(M/F)
A girl goes off to college thinking she’s too grownup for spankings and learns the hard way that’s not
the case. 46,000 words.
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Ultimate Revenge: (MF/Ff) A girl plots to get a
teacher who caned her caned.

Volume 4— Esther: (F/ff) A jealous girl schemes
revenge. Prepared: (m/f) A girl has her boyfriend
to train her for her new school. The Stepmother:
(F/m, MF/FF) A Victorian love story about a man’s
unusual upbringing. The Deciding Factor: (F/fx6)
A Headmistress has an unusual approach to
selecting a new prefect.
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